
Senior Product Designer at PandaDoc
As one of the key members of the Growth team, I’m driving the development of 
product features and experiences that align with both company objectives and user 
needs by working collaboratively with cross-functional teams, including Product 
Management, Engineering, and Research. Additionally, I contribute to product planning 
and roadmap development as well as discover new areas PandaDoc can eliminate 
bureaucracy in the workplace.

Product Designer at PandaDoc
In my role as a Growth Team member, I actively assisted established users in 
discovering valuable features and aided new users in understanding how our platform 
could simplify their daily lives. My contributions have led to significant advancements 
in the company's acquisition and activation metrics, resulting in elevated team 
performance and overall organizational success.

UX Designer at EPAM
I have had the privilege of revamping a web-based B2B product for a leading 
multinational mass-media corporation and contributed to the development of apps for 
IoT devices for a smart city startup, as well numerous successful small projects. In a 
team setting, I played a pivotal role in creating EPAM Anywhere from scratch.

Freelance Experience Designer
I designed websites and applications for small to medium-sized businesses in Belarus. 
In parallel, I’ve also designed and developed an app for product managers — 
prodcalc.app. In an effort to broaden my horizons, I also took the role of a product 
manager for a month to gain invaluable insights into the field.

Designer and Content Strategist at Itransition
I worked on a wide range of corporate websites, case studies, presentations, 
brochures, and other marketing materials. I have also played a key role in optimising 
internal business processes and guidelines, and creating products for marketing and 
sales departments. Additionally, I have provided design training and supervision for 
copywriters, sales, and marketing managers to ensure consistent branding and 
messaging across all communication channels.

Front-end and web development at Codecademy

Product management crash course at ProductStar

Data Driven Product Management at Go Practice!

Advanced Graphic and Digital Design at CIDR design school

Bachelor's degree in Radiophysics at BSU 

Wrocław, Poland

+48 694 746 740

tim.chebunin@gmail.com

linkedin.com/in/tim-chebunin

timchebunin.com
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Tim Chebunin
Product designer with 4 years of experience launching, redesigning, 
and supporting digital products. Currently working in a Growth team, 
combining my design expertise with my experience in marketing, 
development, and product management to deliver measurable results. 
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